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fact equivalent to a non-aggression pact. Though well received
by most Poles, but not by the Opposition parties, the treaty
gave rise to much outside speculation, allegations being made that
Germany had been given a free hand in Austria, in the Russian
Ukraine, and in the "East" generally, with a share of the spoils
to Poland. British comment was a little bewildered, but not
unkind. On January 27 Paul-Boncour gave the treaty the blessing
of official France, and he emphasized the fact that Poland stood
by all her previous agreements—the alliance, Locarno and member-
ship of the League of Nations. But the trend of French popular
opinion was sceptical on the whole. In Russia comment was
reserved and at most not enthusiastic; Stalin expressed approval,
but his newspapers asked where Germany expected to get compen-
sation for giving up the "Corridor" and Silesia—was it in Soviet
territory? In the Reichstag on January 30 Hitler made a long
and important speech on German policy. He said that Germany
had tried to strengthen peace in Eastern Europe by procuring a
new and better relationship with Poland. When he had come into
power the prospect was that hostility between the Germans
and the Poles would harden into a menacing political heritage.
The two peoples, however, must reconcile themselves to each
other's existence. It had seemed to him necessary to show by
example that two nations could take over their differences without
giving the task to third parties, and Germany had been fortunate
to find in Marshal Pilsudski, who directed Polish policy, a man
with similar views* Hitler also welcomed the clarification in
Poland's relations with Danzig since the National Socialist
Government had been in power. But it was noteworthy that
while all the* rest of his speech was applauded, that part of it
which dealt with Poland elicited no cheers.
Beck, on February 5, said to the Foreign Affairs Commission
of the Senate, after a reference to his speech a year before, that
Polish foreign policy did not vary in insisting on the supreme
value of direct relations, Poland appreciated the League of Nations
but Germany, her second big neighbour, stood outside Geneva,
the future of which was in any case problematical, Having touched
on the subject of the Minorities and the uncertainties surrounding

